
Before using the Pedal Lift, please read this
user's manual in order to use it correctly. Also,
please keep the manual for your future reference.

EXTENSION PARTS

*Extension Parts allows you to adjust the height of the 
  Assist Pedal at 5 levels

Body of the Extension Parts

◎ In order to pedal smoothly, the Pedal
    Lift is set to move back and forth 
    slightly when you step on it.

Extension Parts
Accessories 

Adjustment Bolt × 4

Adjustment Nut × 4

Fixing Bolt × 1

Fixing Nut × 1

ASSIST PEDAL
*This knob is used to adjust 
force of the pedal.

Insert port for 
the Pedal Lift



While holding the bolt with the
hexagonal wrench, use the spanner
to tighten and fix the nut on the
other side. Tighten the nut enough 
to allow the lever to move 
smoothly when pulling the spring
in procedure No.

Assist  Pedal  Lift  Set-up

In order to prevent lateral 
movement of the Pedal Lift, 
attach the plastic buffer to the 
Assist Pedal.

Align the right-angle metal brace
on the bottom of the Assist Pedal
with the bottom hole of the 
Extension Parts bracket 2 and 
put the fixing bolt through both
holes.

The fixing bolt should be put 
through both holes from the 
bracket's side, then tighten 
the bolt with the hexagonal 
wrench. 

Pull the string tied to the spring
attached to the Pedal Lift and
hook the bottom into the small
hole at the tip of the Assist Pedal
to secure it.

Insert Pedal Lift into a piano pedal.
Make sure there is a space, do not 
let the tip of the piano pedal touch 
the surface of part  A  - then turn
the Fixing Knob to secure the pedal.

○

●MAINTENANCE ●PRECAUTIONS  WHEN  USING

◎ Put grease regularly on the tightening screw.
     Wipe off excess grease.

◎ If some rough surfaces remain around the   
 edges of the metal spring or metallic    
 accessories, they can cause injury. Please
 be cautious when using them.

◎ If you loosen the Fixing Knob too much, in
some cases the metal fittings will come off.
Please do not loosen past the knob's limit.


